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Abstract

This paper analyzes the consequences of the findings from research into self-reported well being or happiness for taxation. It primarily considers two findings: that happiness depends on status as well as income, and that individuals may adapt to disability, exhibiting relatively small losses in happiness from disabilities. In each case, it examines how adding these concerns to standard tax models changes the results and then compares the empirical findings of the happiness literature to see whether they provide the type of data needed to parameterize the models. In both cases, the theoretical models ask for different types of data than the happiness studies emphasize. The paper also looks at Robert Frank’s arguments for a progressive consumption tax based on the findings of the happiness research. It finds that these claims are not supported by the current findings.
What Does Happiness Research Tell Us About Taxation

David A. Weisbach*
June 2007

Happiness research has the potential to change our views about taxation, possibly significantly. Standard tax models assume a very simple utility function which is uniform across all individuals, increases in consumption, and decreases in work effort. Individuals vary only in their ability to earn income. Happiness research show that reported levels of happiness (which I will take here to mean utility), is a complex function of many different variables. Utilities may be interdependent because of status concerns. Individuals may adapt to income levels or to disabilities. Very low work effort such as unemployment may reduce happiness, even holding consumption constant. A more complex view of utility functions will lead to different tax conclusions. This has long been noticed, and a number of tax models incorporate some of these ideas, particularly those related to status.

The question this paper will address is whether the findings of happiness research to date, taking them as valid, tell us what we need to know to be confident making tax policy recommendations. The answer, I think, is not yet. It is clear that incorporating ideas about happiness into standard tax models changes the results. The empirical research on happiness, however, does not yet tell us in sufficient detail how to model utility to get concrete tax results. For example, the most common method of incorporating the findings of happiness research into tax models is to include status competition. There are a variety of ways of modeling status, however, each with different implications. Within each modeling strategy, varying the parameters dramatically changes the results. Happiness research is not yet at the point that it can determine which modeling strategies are best and how to set the parameters.

*Walter J. Blum Professor, The University of Chicago Law School. I thank Sam Bagenstos, Omri Ben Shahar, Louis Kaplow, Brian Leiter, Adam Samaha, Mike Stein, Cass Sunstein, Adrian Vermuele, participants at the University of Virginia Law and Economics workshop, and participants Tel Aviv University Law School law and economics workshop for comments, and Anne King for excellent research assistance.
Two caveats are in order. First, I am taking happiness research as valid and as measuring utility. There are significant issues in both regards, issues that have been widely discussed in the literature. It is not my comparative advantage to evaluate these issues. If the research does not validly measure utility, its implications for taxation will be more limited. To explore the question of its implications for taxation, I will assume that the research is at least potentially relevant.

Second, I am asking whether there is empirical support for including the findings of the happiness research in tax calculations. Most tax theory, however, is based on limited empirical support and simplifying assumptions are often made to make the problem mathematically tractable rather than because they are supported by the data. It is no more valid to assume a standard utility function (i.e., only consumption and labor effort effect utility) than it is to assume a more complex utility function that reflects the tentative findings of happiness research. That is, asking for empirical support for including happiness information but not for what are currently more standard models unfairly stacks the deck. Indeed, our priors on the utility function should probably resemble those suggested by the happiness research rather than the usual simple functions.

A standard response is to use Occam’s Razor to argue for a higher standard of proof on models that add complexity to the utility function, but this is not my reason for subjecting the happiness research to scrutiny. Instead, my goal here is to be constructive. By showing how the happiness research and the theoretical tax policy literature do not yet line up, my hope is that future research might fill the gap. Models should reflect known facts, and empirical research, to the extent the goal is to have policy implications, should ask questions that are relevant to normative theories. I do not mean to excuse unsupported modeling using standard utility functions – instead, my goal is examine what we would need to know for the happiness research to have tax policy relevance.
Part I of this paper will provide some very brief background on tax theory, background which is necessary for considering how happiness research might change the standard learning. I will then consider two aspects of the tax structure that might be informed by happiness research. Part II will consider how status concerns might affect marginal tax rates on labor income. There are a number of papers modeling tax rates given status concerns. Part II will try to show what drives these models and what information is needed to specify the utility function. I will then briefly discuss what the literature on happiness tells us about these aspects of utility functions. Part II will also examine claims made by Robert Frank about how status concerns affect the optimal tax structure, claims which to some extent are distinct from those related to optimal tax rates.

Part III will consider the extent to which the literature on adaptation to disability affects how the tax/transfer system should take disability into account. A simple claim might be that the literature showing adaptation to disability means that the tax/transfer system need not do anything in particular regarding disability, at least beyond the initial period in which adaptation takes place. If the utility of a disabled person and a non-disabled person are roughly the same (after some period of adaptation), there is no need to give any special dispensations to the disabled through taxes or transfers. Policymaking regarding disability, however, needs to know much more about the effect of disability on utility than we have learned so far from the literature on adaptation.

Part IV concludes by offering a grab bag of other possible implications of happiness research for tax policy. The list is merely suggestive and I do not examine any of the possibilities in any detail.
I. A Very Brief Primer on Tax Policy

The now standard approach to taxation (including negative taxation or transfers), due to Mirrlees (1971), is to view taxation as a problem of information. Individuals are assumed to vary by their ability to earn income, which is assumed to be private information. The government wants to redistribute from those with high ability to those with low ability either because the social welfare function is concave or because marginal utility is declining in income. With complete information, the government could assign higher unavoidable taxes to those with higher ability and, thereby redistribute from those with high ability to those with low ability. The Second Welfare Theorem would apply, and we could achieve a first best result.

If ability is private information, however, the government cannot simply assign high taxes to high ability individuals because it cannot tell who has high ability. Instead, it must rely on observable signals of ability. In standard models, the only signal of ability is labor income, and, therefore, the government has no choice but to use this for the tax base. The central problem is that if marginal rates on income are set too high, individuals will work less. That is, high ability individuals can masquerade as low ability individuals, defeating redistributive goals.

The optimization problem is to maximize a function of utilities subject to a resource constraint (total consumption has to equal total income), and an incentive constraint (to prevent masquerading). The incentive constraint is that an individual of a given ability cannot prefer to earn the income of someone with lower ability by working less. Solving this maximization is mathematically complex and the first order conditions, in their general form, are hard to interpret. It is common to use numerical simulations to get a sense of the resulting tax schedule.

\footnote{For extensive reviews of the literature, see Kaplow (forthcoming), Stiglitz (1987), Tuomala (1990).}
A simplifying assumption often used to understand the first order conditions is that utility is quasi-linear in consumption, so that utility can be expressed as \[ u = c + v(l) \] where \( c \) is consumption and \( l \) is labor effort. The major effect of this assumption is to remove income effects. Using this assumption, Diamond (1998) expressed the first order conditions for the marginal rate at a given ability level \( n \) as

\[
\frac{t_n}{(1 - t_n)} = ABC
\]

where \( A \) is a measure of labor supply elasticity at that ability level, \( B \) is a measure of the social cost of taking a dollar away from everyone above that ability level, and \( C \) is a measure of relative the size of the populations at that ability level and above it. Saez (2001), following Stiglitz (1987), suggested the following interpretation. Suppose that tax rates are set optimally and we consider a small increase of the tax rates at some income level, such as between $50,000 and $50,001. Individuals at that level will face a higher marginal tax rate, which will distort their work effect, as measured by \( A \), a measure of labor supply elasticity. Individuals above that level will not face a change in marginal rates, so their work effort remains the same (there is no income effect). They have less income, however because of the higher rate they pay at the $50,000 level, and \( B \) measures the social cost of lowering their income. \( C \) gives the ratio of the size of the two effects.

The first order conditions become considerably more difficult to interpret in general cases because labor supply elasticity can vary with ability and because of income effects. The quasi-linear case, however, is restrictive because it eliminates declining marginal utility of consumption (utility is linear in consumption), which is an important motivation for redistribution.

The focus of the discussion below is on how happiness-informed utility functions change the conclusions about taxation. It is worth, therefore, making several notes about the utility functions and assumptions
used in the standard analysis. First, some unemployment may be optimal in this model. Utility is assumed to be a nondecreasing function of consumption and leisure. Nothing else matters. High rates on low income individuals may be desirable because the cost of their lost work effort is low and the high rates are inframarginal for everyone else. These high rates may cause them to have zero labor effort, but as long as there are sufficient transfers, they are better off not working.

Second, utilities are independent of one another, which rules out status concerns as well as altruism. In particular, individuals care only about their own consumption and leisure. Third, individuals are assumed to be identical to one another other than with respect to innate ability to produce income (which is assumed to vary by a known distribution). This means that there is no heterogeneity other than with respect to income.

One consequence of assuming no heterogeneity is that the government should only tax labor income (or equivalently, consumption). Individuals vary only in this dimension and, therefore, taxing other attributes can only serve as a bad proxy for directly taxing labor income. Thus, for example, taxing capital income as a proxy for taxing individuals with high ability (as is commonly suggested by those supporting a conventional income tax) does not make sense absent heterogeneity. Replacing such a tax with a direct tax on labor income leaves the distributive effects and effects on labor the same while reducing the distortions in savings patterns.\(^2\) Introducing heterogeneity significantly complicates the picture because it may be desirable to tax items other than labor income. Models with more than one dimension of difference among individuals, however, are in their infancy and, because of mathematical difficulties, it is not clear when general propositions will be available.

---

\(^2\) An exception would be if taxing capital income can reduce the distortions caused by labor income taxation because capital income is a complement to leisure. This possibility is generally regarded as unlikely and similar considerations may lead to a subsidy rather than a tax on capital income.
Heterogeneity will be relevant below in the discussion of adaptation to disability.

The assumption that the government cannot observe anything other than income means that the government will not, in the standard analysis, attempt to tax ability directly. As discussed below, most models of status and taxation continue this tradition by assuming that the government cannot directly tax status seeking activities and instead, must adjust the income tax as a proxy. Frank (1985, 2000) makes a slightly modified assumption, which is that particularly expensive items, such as watches or large houses, indicate status consumption and that the tax system can be designed to weigh more heavily on purchases of these items.

II. Taxation and Status

The observation that status matters to individuals goes back to at least The Theory of Moral Sentiments. Smith (1759). Status has been the subject of numerous of studies since then, with such figures as Mill, Pigou, Freidman and Savage, and Becker contributing to the literature. Proposals for taxing status consumption have been traced back to John Rae (1834). The intuition is that improving one’s status imposes a cost on others, at least if status comes in fixed supply – we cannot all have the highest income, be the best looking, the smartest, or whatever it is that confers status. Status seeking creates negative externalities because gains in one’s status reduces someone else’s. Taxing status seeking activities, therefore, might be welfare enhancing much like any other Pigouvian tax. Frank (2000; 152-153) compares the problem to an individual standing up in a stadium to see better. Each individual separately gains by standing, but if everyone stands, everyone is worse off – they cannot see any better and they have to stand instead of sit (and in Frank’s story, they stand on the seats, straining their heads until someone falls off). Status competition might make everyone work too hard or consume goods they otherwise would prefer not to consume, but at the end of the day, there is no overall gain in status.
This simple intuition does not tell us anything about the likely effects of status on the tax rate schedule. For example, increasing progressivity would move everyone closer together. This might decrease status competition, because the gains from competition are smaller – it would be harder to separate yourself from the group. On the other hand, it might increase status competition. If you are closer to beating someone in a status race, you might try harder. Thus, we can imagine status considerations leading to either a more progressive tax system or a less progressive tax system. More careful modeling is necessary. The question for this section is how status has been (or can be) incorporated into the optimal tax models and whether the empirical research on status effects gives us the relevant information.

Although numerous papers discuss taxing status consumption, only a handful embed the analysis in an optimal tax framework. Boskin and Sheshinski (1978), Oswald (1983), Tuomala (1990); Ireland (1998, 2001) and Allgood (2006). Each of these authors models status differently. To keep the discussion manageable, I will focus on two papers, Oswald (1983) and Ireland (2001).

A. The Models

Oswald takes the standard utility function (utility is a function of consumption and leisure) and adds a concern for the consumption of others measured by a function \( \alpha \). Thus, utility of an individual of type \( n \) is equal to \( u(c, l, \alpha) \) where \( c \) is a vector of consumption goods, and \( l \) is leisure. The comparison function \( \alpha \) is the sum of the consumption of all other individuals in society, weighted by \( \omega(n) \). If all individuals are weighted equally, the comparison function measures average

---

3See, for example, Hopkins and Kornienko (2004), who find this type of result in a game theoretic model of status competition.

4Outside of the optimal tax framework, major papers on taxation and status include the many papers by Frank, and Hopkins and Kornienko (2004). Abel (2005) considers the effect of relative consumption concerns on taxation in a growth model.
consumption. Alternatively, the consumption of the rich or the poor could be weighted more heavily. Depending on the sign of $\alpha$ as consumption changes, it can represent either be altruism (utility goes up as others’ consumption increases) or envy (utility goes down as others’ consumption increases).

A key to this model (and all other models of status) is that individuals compare themselves to the consumption of others, not utility. Moreover, there are no particular status goods, which means that overall income is what confers status. We might call this model of status as the big fish/small pond theory of status. Holding income constant but moving to a place where comparison income is lower improves welfare. Moving, however, is not easy within the model: all individuals subject to taxation are required by the model to have the same comparison group. If the tax is a national tax, the comparison group is necessarily the nation. That is, contrary to Frank (1985), individuals within Oswald’s world cannot choose their pond.

One implication of using this model of status is that redistribution does not necessarily improve (or change at all) how status affects utility. For example, suppose that status is based on average consumption, and we perfectly equalized all incomes. Those whose status goes up would have increased utility and those whose status goes down would have decreased utility. Depending on the distribution of individuals and exactly how the comparison function enters utility, overall status effects may be higher, lower, or unchanged. Also, if we, say, destroyed $1$ billion of Bill Gates’s fortune, everyone’s (but Gates’s) utility would go up because average income would go down. Depending on how strongly status matters and how social weights are computed, overall social welfare might even go up because of this destruction of wealth. Giving the same $1$ billion to the poor, however, would leave average income unchanged but move the poor closer to the middle. The effect on social welfare is indeterminate and would depend on the factors just mentioned.
This status-based utility function is then run through the optimal tax analysis. The status term in the utility function leads to an extra constraint in the optimization.\footnote{In particular, Oswald gets $t' = \phi p(n)/\lambda + \text{normal term for } t'$, where $p$ is the vector of producer prices and $\lambda$ is the multiplier for the revenue constraint. Because $p$ and $\lambda$ are both positive, the sign of the additional term depends on the sign of $\phi$ and $\omega$. To determine these, he needs the additional assumptions.} Like in the more general case, income effects make interpretation difficult, although it is clear that the additional term alters the general formula. To get some intuitions, Oswald makes two simplifying assumptions. First, he considers only the case where the comparison is average income. Second, he considers the case where envy (or altruism) has no effect on consumption decisions or labor effort. Instead, it merely reduces utility. (Technically, it is additively separable in status.)

With these assumptions, Oswald is able to derive a very simple term for the effect of envy or altruism on tax rates. In particular, suppose that average income increases by a dollar and consider the effect on utility of each individual (assuming the individual’s income, however, is constant). The sum of these effects across the whole population determines the cost of lowering taxes by a margin.\footnote{In particular, the shadow price of envy (or altruism) is equal to (minus) the sum of the effects on marginal utility of changes in average income, or $\phi = -\int u_{\alpha} f(n) dn$ where $u_{\alpha}$ is marginal effect of utility from status.} For example, if individuals are generally envious, their utility goes down as average income goes up (holding their income constant). Lowering taxes increases average income and, therefore, lowers utility, all else equal. Thus, if individuals are generally envious, marginal tax rates should be higher than otherwise.

Note the information that the model needs. We need to know the shape of $u_{\alpha,n}$, which is the marginal utility from status for each type of individual $n$. For example, we need to know how having status affects
Tuomala (1990) is able to generalize the paper to allow envy to have behavioral effects, but the generalized form of his conditions do not allow easy interpretation. Those with twice average income compared to how it affects those with three times average or one-half average income. If everyone compares themselves to the average, we would want to know, for example, whether status benefits decline with distance from the average or increase with distance.

Finally, note that the model abandons the stadium theory of status competition because the effect of status on work effort is eliminated (through the simplifying assumption of a separable utility function). Because status has no effect on work effort, the change in the tax function due to status is also unrelated to labor effort. Status, in this model, acts like a taste for redistribution. This should be controversial. It is one thing to ask everyone in the stadium to sit down. It is another to give weight to a preference that others be worse off.7

Ireland (2001) (and also 1998) models status concerns differently. He starts with a standard utility function where individuals maximize a function of consumption and leisure. He then assumes that individuals care about how others perceive them. Others, however, can only observe particular types of visible status consumption, s, such as large automobiles. Others observe this status consumption and use this signal to infer utility. The individual giving the signal knows this and gets utility from their inferences. Status consumption is nonvaluable other than as a signal to others. (It may be closely related to valuable consumption – it may involve a car for example, but it is the portion beyond the optimal amount which is consumed solely for signaling purposes.) Ireland allows utility to vary by setting overall utility equal to a weighted average of own consumption and the benefits of status consumption. Thus, an individual of type n weighs own consumption by 1-\( \alpha \) and status by \( \alpha \), maximizing:

\[
z(n) = (1-\alpha)U(c, h) + \alpha U(v(s)^*, h^*)
\]

---

7Tuomala (1990) is able to generalize the paper to allow envy to have behavioral effects, but the generalized form of his conditions do not allow easy interpretation.
where U is the standard utility function, c is consumption, h is leisure, s is status consumption, and v(s) is the total consumption others assume he has when they observe s. The asterisks symbolize the amounts others impute when they observe s. Ireland considers only the case where the signal separates types, and then shows that signaling and utility increase with ability types (higher ability individuals signal more and have higher utility). A key fact to note that status in this model is not zero sum. Status is merely perceived utility, which can increase for everyone.

Ireland runs this utility function through an optimal tax analysis based on Diamond (1998) and, making the same quasi-linear in consumption simplification, gets the same expression for marginal tax rates given above: $t'/(1-t') = ABC$. The only difference is in the B term. Recall that B was the social cost of taking a dollar away from everyone above income level n when we are trying to determine the marginal rate at that level. In Ireland’s model, only the “normal” or “own” utility matters in this calculation.

For example, suppose that we are computing the tax rate for individuals at some level n. If $\mu^*$ is the average of marginal social weights on people of type higher than n, the Diamond expression for B would be $1 - \mu^*$. When we add status signaling, the expression is $1-(1-\alpha)\mu^*$, where $\alpha$ is the status weight and $1-\alpha$ is “own” weight in the utility function. We only count the own utility cost of taking a dollar away from higher-type individuals. Thus, the more high income individuals are concerned about status, the less we weigh their welfare and the more we are willing to impose high average rates on them.\(^8\)

---

\(^8\)Ireland’s equations imply higher average rates on high types because the status enters through the B term. The B term, recall, measures the cost of taking a dollar away from everyone of higher type by raising marginal rates at type n. This might result in higher marginal rates at high income levels, but it depends on the distribution of types and labor supply elasticities. Ireland (2001) offers simulations to illustrate.
To illustrate, assume the government is utilitarian (along with Ireland’s assumption that preferences are quasi-linear in consumption). Without status, the optimal marginal tax rate would be zero. No redistribution would be desirable because marginal utility does not decline with income (quasi-linear preferences) and the government does not otherwise care about inequality (utilitarianism). Mathematically, B would be zero. With status, however, B is a function of α. If caring about status is constant (so that α and, therefore, B, is constant) and labor supply elasticity is constant (so that A is constant), tax rates would depend on the distribution of skill types.⁹ We get positive marginal tax rates in the status case but not in the normal case because taxes can reduce signaling costs: it is cheaper to signal type, thereby reducing wasteful status consumption.

Note that what is driving the model is not that status seeking is zero sum or that status consumption does not increase overall utility. Consuming a status good in this model is very much like consuming any other good in that it increases utility and also that there are no particular external effects. The difference between status consumption and other consumption is that status consumption increases utility indirectly by signaling to others and it is others’ esteem that increases utility. We can tax the signal and not reduce its benefits. Indeed, by taxing the labor income of low types, we can make status signaling cheaper for high types.¹⁰ Note that unlike in the Oswald model, there can be labor supply effects of status seeking, which are reduced through taxation. Thus, we might think of the Ireland model as the half-stadium model. There are labor supply effects, but status is not zero sum.

The key information about status in the Ireland model is the distribution of α’(n): how preference for status varies across the

---

⁹Ireland uses a Pareto distribution as an example to illustrate relative effects of status. With this distribution, marginal rates would be constant as well.

¹⁰A similar effect can be seen in Hopkins and Hornienko (2004). These authors consider only a corrective or Pigouvian tax rather than a complete optimal income tax, but their corrective tax has the similar feature of reducing signaling costs by high earners.
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For a survey of the literature, see Clark, Frijters and Shields (2006).

population. Ireland illustrates this in several examples. In one example, he compares a society with five types in a Pareto distribution, and a constant elasticity of labor supply with and without a constant status parameter ($\alpha$) equal to 25 percent. Taxes are uniformly higher when status matters, but marginal rates increase more slowly – when status matters, tax rates are higher but the schedule is flatter. The reason the schedule is flatter relates to the comment above, that higher marginal tax rates on low types reduces signaling costs for high types. On the other hand, if $\alpha$ increases with type, the tax schedule is both higher and steeper than in the case where status does not matter. Thus, the distribution of $\alpha$’ is critical.

As noted, there are a number of other models of status and taxation, but at this point, we can ask whether the empirical happiness research can provide the information needed by these models (and whether the models are supported by the information we have). In both cases, the key information is how status matters for different individuals in the population.

B. The Evidence

The empirical evidence for status starts with the Easterlin paradox.\footnote{Easterlin (1974, 1995).} The paradox is that there is a positive relationship between income and happiness within a country for different individuals at a given period of time, but, once a country has reached some minimum level of wealth, a very small (or zero) relationship between overall wealth in a country and happiness (both across countries and within a country over time). One way to reconcile the data is assume that happiness is relative: increasing income within a society improves status and, therefore, happiness, but changing the overall wealth of society does nothing for status rankings within the country and, therefore, does not affect happiness. Although the Easterlin paradox suggests status matters, it does not provide any direct evidence. Moreover, the Easterlin paradox

\footnote{For a survey of the literature, see Clark, Frijters and Shields (2006).}
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is too broad-based and crude, to give us the information needed to solve the optimal tax problem. Instead, we must look at more direct evidence.

There are a large number of studies on this topic, and I cannot do justice to all of them. Clark, Frijters, and Shields (2006) provides a good survey. I consider here the recent studies by Ferrer-i-Carbonell (2004), Luttmer (2005), and Clark and Oswald (1996).

Luttmer (2005) examines how reported well-being correlates with neighborhood income. He uses the National Survey of Families and Households from 1987-88 and 1992-94 which included a question on well-ting. He is able to construct panel data for about 10,000 individuals living in more than 550 separate areas. He matches this data with information about local earnings. To get local earnings, he estimates information from the Public Use Microdata Areas (PUMAs) with CPS data on national earnings by industry, occupation, and year.12 In simple regressions on this data, he finds a coefficient of 0.20 on log own household income and a coefficient of -.17 on average log of predicted household income in one’s locality. Thus, relative income matters approximately as much as own income: a dollar of increased income increases happiness about the same amount as a dollar reduction in average income in a neighborhood. The finding is robust to a variety of controls and highly significant.13 In a specification that hints at some of the information required by the optimal tax models, he examines how local earnings affect happiness for households above and below the local median. He finds almost identical effects: wealthier and poorer families respond identically to a change in predicted local earnings.

---

12PUMAs range in size from about 127,000 to 144,000. [Using predicted local earnings opens up the possibility that individuals whose income falls relative to predictions are not doing with in their careers and that utility drops for this reason rather than merely because they compare themselves to others. That is, predicted earnings might act as information.]

13Might be just about definition of happiness. Hard to interpret questionnaire. Tests this by looking at other measures of well-being.
Luttmer imposes PUMA’s as the comparison group. It would be nice to know how this is effecting the results and whether the neighborhood is the right comparison. In unreported regressions, he says that he finds that within a neighborhood, individuals compare themselves to smaller subgroups, in his specification, college educated or not. Further examination of this issue would likely be helpful because neighborhoods as comparison groups raise the “right pond” issue. If neighbors are the comparison group, comparison groups are endogenous because you can choose where to live. If individuals know about the comparison income affect, however, we might expect sorting to take advantage of this. Thus, a wealthy person might live in a poor neighborhood to increase his subjective well-being. The effect of such sorting on overall happiness, if it were to happen, would be unclear, but it is also contrary to the casual observation that individuals sort into neighborhoods by wealth, not against wealth. Luttmer cites a paper by Loewenstein, O’Donoghue, and Rabin (2003) for the claim that individuals make forecasting errors when choosing neighborhoods, although these authors only casually suggest this possibility and do not provide evidence for it. An alternative explanation is that reference groups are not endogenous – they are the type of individuals you compare yourself to and would be even if you did not choose to live near them. Therefore, there is no cost to sorting into neighborhoods by wealth. The neighborhood effect is simply picking up the fact that comparison groups and neighborhoods coincide.

Ferrer-i-Carbonell (2005), uses panel data from the German Socio-Economic Panel to estimate an equation in which subjective well-being is a function of own income, a comparison, and a set of controls. The sample includes about 16,000 individuals from the former East and West Germany during the years from 1992 to 1997. He tests three comparisons: average income of the reference group, the difference between the log of own income and log of the average reference group income, and an asymmetric measure in which being below the average of reference group income matters more than being above. The reference group is one of 50 different groups, categorized by education level (five categories), age
Note that it is not clear that this makes sense. So, for example, C&O find that job satisfaction does not correlate with income – get a U-shaped line with the lowest wage earners the most satisfied. Log income gets a negative coefficient. This seems odd if job satisfaction is utility but may not be if it is just a part of utility. We can imagine high earners sacrificing job satisfaction for, say, sending kids to college. Overall, might be happy with choice of job but not when asked about job alone.

There might be real problems with using this as a reference group because the comparison between own income and this measure might merely show that the individual is underperforming relative to expectations. Job dissatisfaction might arise because of negative signals from bosses or peers instead of from relative preferences.

Like Luttmer (and other studies), he finds that reference group income matters. Moreover, like Luttmer, he finds roughly similar coefficients for own income and reference group income (of opposite signs). For example, if own income and reference group income go up by the same amount, subjective well being stays roughly constant. The asymmetric test is interesting for the optimal tax analysis because it might help us understand how status effects vary across the population. Unfortunately, the data seem inconclusive: He finds some evidence for asymmetry in the West German sample but not for the East German sample.

A final paper that attempts to measure relative preferences directly is Clark and Oswald (1996) They use 1991 British Household Panel survey questions on job satisfaction. Individuals rated job satisfaction from 1 to 7 for seven job-items (pay, prospects, etc.) and than answered a question about overall job satisfaction. The authors use this last question as a measure of subjective well-being or utility. The reference group is an estimate of typical income of someone with the individual’s observable characteristics. With this reference group, the authors find a negative relationship between reference group income and job satisfaction. They then confirm this result with information from outside the data set about expected earnings.
There are a number of other studies as well as problems inherent to all of the studies.\(^\text{16}\) We can, at this point however, ask what we get out of the empirical literature. Almost every paper, including all three reviewed here, finds that relative income matters. Moreover, relative income seems to be close to a zero sum game. Thus, if both an individual’s income and the reference group’s income goes up, subjective well-being seems to stay constant. This means that there is little support for the Ireland (1998, 2001) formulation of status, which was not zero sum.

\(^\text{16}\)Blanchflower and Oswald (2004) look at U.S. General Social Survey data by state and over time. Their paper is not focused on relative income – it is a general study of the determinants of happiness. They find, for example, that the overall trend has been negative for the U.S. and that work and marital status have large and well-defined effects. They test the relative income hypothesis by examining how the ratio of an individual’s income to state per capita income affects happiness. They find a positive coefficient.

McBride (2001) uses GSS data (only 324 observations) to estimate well being as function of log income + log (past standard of living) + log(cohort income) The reference group individuals within 10 year age group. Income above $75,000 doesn’t count. Say that if they find relative income effects at low end, that is enough.

He finds negative effects of cohort income on happiness. He finds some interesting results: absolute income seems to matter more for low income individuals and relative income more for high income individuals. These finds are suggestive of data required by the optimal tax models. Unfortunately, his data is crude – SWB is in only three categories – his sample size very small, and he does not have data for income above $75,000, making the study suggestive but in need of further confirmation.

Clark, Frijters, and Shields (2006) list some endemic problems with the empirical estimates of relative preferences. For example, most studies impute a reference group rather than allowing the individuals to make this selection. In addition, they do not take into account that reference groups might be endogenous and chosen to maximize long run utility (for example, an individual might choose a high reference group, making him unhappy today, but with the benefit of inducing harder work and happiness in the long run – would you rather go to a school with a bunch of smart people who will inspire you to learn more or with a bunch of mediocre people that will give you immediate status benefits?). In addition the problems listed by Clark et al, reference group earnings might be information about performance rather than creating envy.
The empirical work has used different formulations to measure relative income, in almost all cases, imposed by the researcher. The only paper to attempt to measure different formulations is Ferrer-i-Carbonell (2004). Although he imposes a reference group, he looks at different possible comparisons, finding support for a comparison to average income of the reference group and some limited support for an asymmetric response, with relative income mattering more for the poor. Similarly, there is no clear notion of how to measure the reference group. In all cases, it is just imposed by the researcher.

Most importantly, none of the studies tell us what we need to know for the existing optimal tax models. We need to know something about the distribution of relative preferences across incomes. That is, we need to know whether individuals who are poor, middle class, or rich are more or less envious and who their reference groups are. More fundamentally, Frank’s stadium analogy suggests that what we need to know is what happens if reference group income declines but leisure increases because the goal of a tax based on envy is in part to reduce the work externality. No study gives this information. They measure a change in subjective well being when reference group income changes, but we do not know why this is occurring. If reference group income goes up (but own income does not), this could be because the reference group has increased hours or increased hourly wages. Without knowing which, we cannot sort out the effect of a tax. That is, an increased labor tax will make people work less and earn less. Showing that subjective well-being goes up when the reference group earns less might not show that it would go up if the reference group also works less.

Before turning to Robert Frank’s proposals on taxation and status, there are two final comments on optimal taxation. First, a prediction of those arguing for status taxation is that higher labor income tax rates

---

17 McBride (2001) finds the opposite, that relative income matters more for the wealthy, but McBride’s paper has a number of problems that make it less convincing that Ferrer-i-Carbonell (2994).
should, up to a point, increase overall happiness. I do not know of any study that has attempted to measure this. Although one can imagine many complications, we should be able to compare data such as that used by Easterlin to labor tax rates in those countries to see whether higher taxes do indeed increase happiness.

Second, to understand the effect of taxing status, we need a better understanding of why status concerns arise. They might just be an evolutionary detritus akin to a peacock’s feathers. They might, however, continue to serve a useful function, such as sorting or providing incentives. For example, there is a literature arguing that rank order tournaments are, in certain circumstances, efficient. Bolton and Dewatripoint (2005). Rank order status concerns might provide similar incentives. Before concluding that taxing status is desirable, we should know more about why it arises.

C. Frank’s status taxation proposals

Robert Frank has been very prominent in thinking about the link between status seeking and taxation. His proposal, however, is distinct from the optimal labor income tax discussed above. Although never outlined in detail, Frank has argued in several papers and books for a progressive consumption tax because of status concerns. Frank (1985, 1997, 1999, 2000, 2005). The question for this section is how Frank’s arguments relate to the optimal taxation arguments given above.

The optimal taxation literature models a tax on labor income while Frank argues for a tax on consumption. The two, however, are closely related and, in basic cases, identical. The reason is that leaving aside bequests and gifts (neither of which is an apparent concern here), labor income and consumption have the same present value: you can only spend what you earn. This means that taxes on labor income and consumption also tend to have the same present value and, therefore, impose the same burden.
To illustrate, suppose that an individual earns labor income \( y \) in period 0 and can consume it in either of two periods, period 0 and period 1. If the individual waits until period 1, he invests it at rate \( r \). If \( C_i \) is consumption in period \( i \), we know that

\[
y = C_0 + C_1/(1+r)
\]

If we impose a tax on consumption at rate \( t \), labor income must equal the present value of consumption inclusive of the tax. Therefore,

\[
y = C_0(1+t) + C_1(1+t)/(1+r)
\]

If we divide by \((1+t)\), we see that a tax on consumption is equivalent to reducing labor income by \( 1/(1+t) \), which is equivalent to a tax rate of \( t/(1+t) \) on labor income. This identity used a flat rate tax \( t \) but the same holds for progressive taxes on labor income. In particular, if an individual faces a some tax rate on labor income, this tax rate is equivalent to tax at flat rate on his consumption, even if other individuals face other labor income tax rates. (As will be discussed below, the reverse is not quite true: a progressive tax on consumption need not translate into a particular labor income tax rate.

There are two relevant differences between Frank’s arguments and the optimal income tax arguments. First, Frank argues that holding labor income constant, individuals in status races will consume too early and save too little. The idea is that spending is observable while savings is not, so individuals concerned with status will spend too much. On this
basis, he argues that we should shift from the current income tax, which burdens savings as well as labor, to a consumption tax.

The optimal income tax models take for granted that we should tax labor income and not the return to savings. They are models of labor income taxes, not conventional capital income taxes. In addition, there are good reasons, independent of status concerns, for taxing only consumption or labor and not savings. Nevertheless, the optimal income tax models generally do not have savings (or even time), so they do not consider whether status concerns reduce savings and, if so, whether the tax system should be modified as a result. Frank argues for lower taxes on savings, so, if we otherwise believe the tax on savings should be zero, perhaps we should have a savings subsidy.

A difficulty with this argument is that it treats savings like any other good. Suppose that there are two goods, apples and oranges and consumption of apples is an observable signal of status and the consumption of oranges is not. We might expect individuals to consume more apples than otherwise. In Frank’s world, savings is like the orange – a good the consumption of which is unobservable and, therefore, underutilized. Savings, however, is just future consumption: it is like two apples in the future, not like the orange. Consuming more today to win a status race means consuming less in the future and losing the status race in the future. Frank has to be arguing that status competition distorts discount rates because individuals would have to be willing to give up future status for current status. This could be true, but as far as I know, there is no empirical support for this. None of the studies reviewed above say anything about discount rates. It does not seem implausible and I am not aware of a study that rejects the claim (or that even addresses it), but it is not yet supported by evidence. We do not know, therefore, whether status considerations argue for a lower tax or even a subsidy on savings.

---

19 See Bankman and Weisbach (2006).
The second relevant difference between a progressive consumption tax and a labor income tax is that if the rate on consumption is progressive within a given period, lumpy consumption is taxed at a higher rate than level consumption. To illustrate, compare a person who spends $100 each period to a person who spends $200 every other period with the same overall total. Suppose that we impose a progressive consumption tax with a zero tax rate on the first $100 consumed each period and a 20 percent tax rate on everything above $100. The first individual would owe no tax. The second individual, with the same overall consumption but with a lumpier pattern, would pay $20 of tax every other period. Lumpy consumption, by pushing individuals into higher tax brackets, is taxed at a higher rate than level consumption. It is for this very reason that Vickrey (1947) proposed an averaging scheme to complement progressive taxation: income averaging prevents this effect.

To support Frank’s proposal separately from the findings of the optimal income tax literature, it would have to be the case that lumpy consumption is particularly related to status and that it is desirable to tax lumpy consumption at higher rates than level consumption. As far as I know, however, there is no data supporting a claim that status concerns lead to lumpy consumption. None of the studies are able to pinpoint how comparisons are made and whether big splurges create more status than constant, everyday spending. Perhaps big splurges are more visible and, therefore, create more status, but this is merely an assertion, not something yet supported by the literature. Frank often cites the Easterlin data for the claim that preferences are relative, but this data says nothing about lumpy as compared to smooth consumption.

---

20The statement in the text is relative to the optimal income tax models. Frank also wants to change the current income tax, which imposes a burden on savings, to a consumption tax. This change is taken for granted in the optimal income tax models because they are models of a labor income tax. There are, however, very good independent reasons for shifting to a consumption tax.
Moreover, whether something counts as lumpy depends on the accounting system. Durable goods, such as houses, cars, and watches, all frequent targets of Frank, are often counted as lumpy because their purchase is made all at once. Because they are durable, however, they actually offer consumption over a period of time. For example, one can alternatively buy a durable good or rent it. A progressive consumption tax would likely treat buying it as lumpy and tax it at a high rate but treat renting it as smooth, taxing it a low rate. The lumpiness of these goods, however, is simply an arbitrary construct of accounting rather than anything fundamental. Moreover, it is hard to see how owning a fancy car compared to leasing it changes its status enhancing properties.

To summarize, there are two claims that Frank makes that are distinctive from the optimal tax literature reviewed above. The first is that status concerns change discount rates, causing individuals to care more about status today than in the future. Although possible, there is not yet any evidence to support this claim. The second is that status concerns lead to lumpy consumption, as conventionally measured by tax systems. There is also, to my knowledge, no evidence to support this claim, particularly because tax systems’ measurements of lumpiness is arbitrary. Without these distinctive elements of Frank’s proposals, the analysis of taxation and status reverts to the discussion of optimal taxation considered above.

IV. Adaptation to Disability and Taxation

A second important issue raised by the happiness literature for the tax and transfer system is the idea that individuals may adapt to circumstances. The most striking version of this claim is that individuals with severe disabilities such as tetraplegia, are just as happy as healthy individuals. Although the data do not support this precise claim, they do show significant adaptation to disability.

Most countries, including the United States, spend substantial (sometimes huge) resources on individuals with disabilities. These
include direct transfers through disability insurance programs, tort liability, and safety regulations (to prevent disabilities in the first place). In a very rough estimate, Weisbach (2007) concluded that the major disability programs in the United State cost around $275 billion per year in direct costs and that these expenditures by no means exhaust the spending on the disabled. Total annual spending in the United States could easily be over half a trillion dollars a year. If the adaptation literature is correct, much of this may be wasted.

There is already some writing on how adaptation affects tort damages and safety regulation. Bagenstos and Schlanger (2007), Sunstein (2007). I will focus here on tax/transfer systems using the same approach used above. I will first look at the theory to see what the potential effects of disability are and what we would need to know to determine how to set the tax parameters. I will then ask whether the evidence on subjective well-being to date tells us what we need to know. I will give the same answer, which is that the empirical literature does not yet tell us what we need to know but it might in the future.

A. Optimal taxation and disability

Since Diamond and Mirrlees (1978), it has been standard in the economics literature to model disability as a wage rate of zero but not otherwise affecting an individual. The planner’s problem is to provide insurance against the risk of having a zero wage rate at some time in the future while reducing the moral hazard problems created by offering the insurance. This model of disability is not very helpful in the present context because I want to examine the distinctive element disability has in happiness. Disability has to be thought of as affecting individuals more generally: We want to compare an individual with a disability to an individual with the the same wage rate without a disability and determine, as between these individuals how they should be taxed. That is, we have to expand the optimal tax theory to allow individuals to vary in two dimensions: wage rate and disability.
This problem, of differences among individuals other than wages, was noted by Mirrlees (1976), but in the thirty years since then, modeling has remained its infancy. The key problem is that if individuals vary in more than one, unobservable dimension, incentive constraints may no longer bind in a single direction, making the model impossible to solve in any general form. As illustrated above, even in the single dimension case, simplifying assumptions are often used to help interpret the results. Adding a second dimension compounds the difficulty significantly.

The most straightforward way to simplify the problem is to assume that disability is observable. This will be true of some but not all disabilities. (Even with a given medical diagnoses, however, individuals may vary dramatically, so observing many disabilities may be difficult.) If disability is observable, the standard optimal tax results hold because we can divide the population into categories. Within each category, individuals would be the same except with respect to their earning ability, and we can apply the optimal tax results to each category. The overall tax schedule across categories would linked by a common shadow price of revenue. Kaplow (2006), Boadway and Pestieau (2003).  

This simplification means that we can determine the treatment of the disabled by examining how disability affects the parameters in the optimal tax formula. Recall, that the optimal rate at some income level n is set according to the equation

\[ t'(1-t') = ABC \]

where A was a measure of labor supply elasticity, B was a measure of the social value of taking money from individuals of higher ability than n, and C was a measure of the distribution of individuals. C should be easily observed and is not affected by the happiness literature. It is simply a

---

21Kaplow (2006) briefly discusses the case where the second dimension of difference (here disability) is not observable. He characterizes the solution as imposing commodity taxes with effects that roughly mimic the case where disability is observable.
matter of counting. The A term relates to labor supply elasticity. Although important, this term is also not particularly of interest to the happiness literature. (There is an important policy dimension embedded in this term, however, because the labor supply of the disabled may depend on policy toward the disabled, such as whether buildings are accessible.)

All of the action is in the B term. To see how this works, we have to expand the term. The term weighs the cost of taking a dollar from individuals above some income level, n. We need to know two factors to determine this: the social welfare weights on individuals and their change in utility when they lose a dollar. That is, we need to know $W'(u)u_c$, where $W(u)$ is the social weighting of an individual and $u_c$ is their marginal utility from consumption. We need to add these terms up for all individuals with income above n.22

Determining $W'(u)$ depends on philosophical theories and not empirical facts about happiness, so there is little to say about it here. We also need to know the level of utility of a disabled and nondisabled individuals of a given income and the marginal utility of those same individuals. That is, to determine the B term, we need to know how disability affects individuals. The happiness research may have a lot to say about this.

### B. Evidence on the subjective well-being of the disabled

There is a cottage industry examining the effect of disability on subjective well being, originating with the well-known study by Brickman

---

22In the continuous case, for a tax rate on a type-n individual, we get

$$B = \int_n^\infty \frac{(1 - \frac{W'(u)u_c}{\lambda})dF[n]}{1 - F[n]}$$

The division of $W'(u)u_c$ by $\lambda$ converts the social costs to dollars. It is the $\lambda$ term that links the tax schedules of the different types of individuals.
et al (1978). The overwhelming majority of these report only changes in subjective well being, not controlled for any differences among individuals, and, in particular, not controlled for income. A typical example is Dijkers (1997), which is a meta-analysis of 22 studies but does not provide any significant controls.

There are a handful of studies that begin to give us the data we need. Smith et al (2005) compares changes in subjective well being due to a disability for individuals with higher than and lower than median wealth (within the sample). They find that the wealthier half of their sample experienced a smaller decline in subjective well-being than the poorer half. They conclude that wealth has a larger effect on subjective well-being at the onset of disability than it does more generally. This would mean that disability increases the marginal utility of wealth.

Oswald and Powdthavee (2006) look at the British Household Panel Survey from 1996 to 2002 and examine how complete disability (meaning inability to work) affects well-being, measured on a scale from 1 to 7. A significant and new aspect of the study is that their data allows them to do a panel study, while prior work tends to be cross-sectional. Moreover, their study uses a much larger data set than prior studies. The raw data show the disabled to be less happy: the nondisabled have an average of well-being score of 5.3 while disabled have a score of 4.3. The authors then run a time series analysis, which shows some but not full recovery. Controls for gender, age, and education do not significantly change the results. They then control for income and find similar effects. Although they do not run the regression, their data should allow them to compute the interaction of disability and income and, therefore, the marginal effect on reported well-being of income for the disabled and the nondisabled.23

23Note that there is a separate issue of whether data on marginal happiness scores tells us anything about marginal utility. The problem is that there might be some nonlinear translation of happiness reports to actual happiness.
A problem with the Oswald study is that at their measured onset of disability, individuals already have a significantly lower happiness score than individuals who never experience a disability. At the onset of the disability, their well-being goes down from this lower starting point and then recovers somewhat, at most up to the lower starting point. For example, an individual who never experiences a disability reports a happiness score of 5.3. An individual who experiences a disability starts at 4.2 prior to the onset, goes down to 3.9 immediately after the onset, and then recovers to almost 4.1. As compared to the pre-disability number, the recovery is significant. The lower starting point, however, suggests that the disability began prior to the reported time, or that for some reason, those that are likely to become disabled are unhappy for some other reason. If we compare the fully recovered well-being to the well-being of the nondisabled (on the assumption that if we could correctly measure the onset of disability, the individuals would start at the nondisabled level), recovery is not even close to complete, even for the less seriously disabled. This problem, however, may not matter for the tax analysis. The tax analysis is not particularly focused on adaptation. Instead, we need to know the level of utility and marginal utility for disabilities. Even if the study cannot measure the onset of disability, it can provide information about the long-term welfare of individuals with disability.

These studies remain preliminary. Moreover, we have a wealth of data on the income, consumption, and employment of the disabled, and it would be nice to be able to reconcile this data with the well-being data. For example, we know that disability makes it much less likely that one is employed and that unemployment leads to a significant decline in subjective well-being. If disability does not lead to a significant decline in well-being, however, the reports seem inconsistent.

V. Additional Tax Issues and Conclusion

There are a number of other ways that the happiness literature might change basic tax results. This final section speculates on some of the possibilities.
Ng (1987) suggests that some goods, so-called diamond goods, are valued for their value. If taxed, individuals will consume a lower quantity of the good but spend the same total amount. He uses the example of a diamond. He suggests that an individual who wants to spend $1,000 on a diamond will spend the same $1,000 whether this buys one carat or half a carat. As Ng carefully points out, diamond goods are not the same as status goods because diamond goods can be consumed privately and status goods may not have the “valued for value” feature of diamond goods.

Ng (1987) suggests that some goods, so-called diamond goods, are valued for their value. If taxed, individuals will consume a lower quantity of the good but spend the same total amount. He uses the example of a diamond. He suggests that an individual who wants to spend $1,000 on a diamond will spend the same $1,000 whether this buys one carat or half a carat. As Ng carefully points out, diamond goods are not the same as status goods because diamond goods can be consumed privately and status goods may not have the “valued for value” feature of diamond goods.

Ireland (1994) suggests taxing status goods but does not address what these goods might be or whether they could feasibly be taxed. In a recent paper, Tomer Blumkin and Efraim Sadka (2007) suggest that charitable donations are status goods. Although charitable donations have a positive externality (they help the recipient as well as provide utility to the donor) and, therefore, might be subsidized, if they are status goods, we might want to tax them. Whether the net result is a tax or a subsidy depends on the parameters.

Frank (2000) suggests large homes, fancy automobiles, and mechanical watches as status goods. Observers of social behavior note many others. (Ireland (1994) recounts a story about a brand of basketball shoes in high demand among the urban poor.) We do not, however, understand how these arise and the extent to which they can shift if taxed.

Standard models of optimal taxation are not particularly concerned about unemployment. Unemployment is simply labor supply of zero. Holding income constant (say, through transfers), utility goes up.

---

24Ng (1987) suggests that some goods, so-called diamond goods, are valued for their value. If taxed, individuals will consume a lower quantity of the good but spend the same total amount. He uses the example of a diamond. He suggests that an individual who wants to spend $1,000 on a diamond will spend the same $1,000 whether this buys one carat or half a carat. As Ng carefully points out, diamond goods are not the same as status goods because diamond goods can be consumed privately and status goods may not have the “valued for value” feature of diamond goods.
with labor supply goes down, even to zero. Consider a high marginal rate on a low ability person. If the person reduces work effort, say to zero, there is little lost productivity. The high rate at the low end, however, is inframarginal to a large number of individuals. Therefore, high marginal rates on low incomes may be desirable.\textsuperscript{25}

The happiness literature generally finds a large negative effect on subjective well being from (involuntary) unemployment, controlling for income. For example, Clark and Oswald (1994) find that “joblessness depressed well-being more than any other single characteristic, including important negative ones such as divorce and separation.” This suggests that the standard utility function used in the optimal tax literature might not accurately reflect utility when labor supply is low. I do not know of any models of taxation that attempt to include these effects in utility functions, but if the data is correct about the effect of unemployment, incorporating these effects may change the results significantly.

3. Similar to unemployment, standard tax models do not attribute any special benefits to marriage. At most we see economies of scale or benefits from mutual altruism. Kaplow (1998), Bittker (1975). The happiness literature, however, shows a large effect on subjective well being.

Tax systems with increasing marginal rates generally must choose between marriage penalties or marriage bonuses. A possible implication of the happiness literature is that the tax system should lean toward marriage bonuses. More evidence, however, is needed. For example, we can imagine a marriage bonus as simply paying a couple an amount each year if they stay married. It is not yet clear from the happiness literature whether this would be effective or whether only marriage that would occur absent special subsidies increase subjective well being.

\textsuperscript{25}This is to be distinguished from average rates. Average rates could be low or negative because the poor may receive transfers.
4. There have been some suggestions that taxes should be aged-based. Kremer (2005). The argument is that by separating individuals by age, we can take better advantage of the parameters in the optimal tax equation. In particular, labor supply of the young might be very elastic while the labor supply of the middle-aged might be very inelastic. (This is the A term in the optimal tax equation given above.) Moreover, distribution of wage rates is likely to be different for the young than for the middle-aged or old. If the young have a higher percentage of individuals with low wages, high rates on low wages distorts more for the young than for others. (This is reflected in the C term of the optimal tax equation given above.) Kremer (2005) suggests that, all else equal, taxes should be lower for the young than for the middled aged.

The happiness literature, however, suggests that individuals are least happy in middle age. If this is true, the distributional consequences of imposing higher taxes in middle age may be negative. We would be making unhappy people more unhappy. The B term in the optimal tax equation would vary by age and would offset the effect of age-based A and C terms. Theorizing about age-based taxation is in its infancy, so we do not yet understand the full effects. Nevertheless, the happiness literature should be relevant to future learning in this area.

It is clear that the findings of happiness research have the potential to change tax policy. The research is interesting by itself, but if one of the goals of the research is to have policy implications – to find out how to make individuals happier – the key message of this paper is that the research must line up better with the normative models.
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